Who clips the nails?
I’m interested in learning how families with two working parents share certain types of household responsibilities. Your responses are confidential. Survey results will be posted on workingmomsbreak.com. Thanks for your participation!

About you

Are you a working parent in a household where both parents work?

- Yes
- No

I am

- female
- male

Which best describes your household?

- 1 mom + 1 dad
- 2 moms
- 2 dads
- Other, please specify: ____________________________

Household responsibilities

Who clips the kids’ nails?

- I usually do this
- My partner usually does this
- We split it pretty evenly

Who brushes the kid’s hair and teeth?

- I usually do this
- My partner usually does this
- We split it pretty evenly

Who buys the kids’ clothes, and puts away the ones they’ve outgrown?

- I usually do this
- My partner usually does this
- We split it pretty evenly

Who schedules the kids’ doctor/dentist appointments?

- I usually do this
- My partner usually does this
- We split it pretty evenly

Who researches daycare/schools?

- I usually do this
Who handles the daycare/school communication, volunteering, etc.?
- I usually do this
- My partner usually does this
- We split it pretty evenly

Who drops off and picks up the kids each day?
- I usually do this
- My partner usually does this
- We split it pretty evenly

Who stays home from work when the kids are sick?
- I usually do this
- My partner usually does this
- We split this pretty evenly

Who organizes the kids' birthday parties?
- I usually do this
- My partner usually does this
- We split it pretty evenly

When you get the note from daycare about a lice outbreak, who checks the kids' heads?
- I usually do this
- My partner usually does this
- We split it pretty evenly
- Not applicable

Final comments

How do you feel about how you and your partner divide household and parenting responsibilities?
- I think it's pretty fair
- I don't think it's fair, but I'm willing to live with it
- Totally unfair. It drives me crazy!

Why have you and your partner chosen to divide up your responsibilities in this way?

Any final thoughts?
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Your name/contact information (This is optional in case I have a follow up question.)

Submit